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John Keenan is and up and coming hip-hop artist hailing from the Great Bend in Kansas, United 
States. He combines a number of influences and life experiences to craft his unique caucasian rap 
style.This can all be in his latest work know as “The Illusion Of Logic.” He is promoting four singles 
from his self produced album including the tracks “My Expectations,Refined The Focus,Never 
Been Bought and Where I Belong.” 

My Expectations
“My Expectations” is the first new single that John Keenan brings us from his latest album.It 
introduces the listener to a good representation of the kind styles to expect from “The Illusion Of 
Logic.” You get subtle background pads , strings acting as the main instrument in the mix and a 
slow to mid paced rhythm section.Of course the main focus is vocals from John Keenan. It is a 
simple track with not much to it, however listen to the lyrics discover great story telling! 6/10

Refined The Focus
Snappy bass drops us into a conversation between John and another rapper who debate about 
being a good and bad rapper.  The conversations flips back and fourth to the point where John tells 
the listener how things go in the rapping world. This song is a great example of John showing us 
his rapping flame, spitting lyrics like it came naturally at birth.If this reflects the other tracks on the 
album, then one can imagine that the rest of songs will create a strong and promising collection.
7/10

Never Been Bought
“Never Been Nought” is a steady song that flips between conversation and passages of rapping. 
The instrumentation is steady through out, remaining pretty mellow. The drums are a simple half 
time beat that create the back beat to marching string sections and soft synths that pad out the 
background.John hits themes of believing in him self, working hard and focusing on reaching 
goals. John displays his musicianship when he hits sections hard intertwining lyrics thats flow 
nicely with the music you hear in the track. Once again John starts to evolve more as you progress 
through the tracks. 7/10

Where I Belong
The fourth and final single goes by the name of “Where I Belong.” This is a great little track and by 
far the strongest of the four. It shines bright with airy acoustic guitar work and light keys that carry 
the song along without a hitch. The song is about life and love which is a perfect choice for a 
theme and with the help of a female guest vocalist, the song feels really complete. John really 
shows his rapping talents and his ability to write intelligent and thought provoking lyrics. 8/10

The singles from The Illusion Of Logic display a mix of evolving ideas and feelings that 
once harnessed properly will truly show John Keenan’s colours. He is brilliant at what he 
does and I'm intrigued at what the future holds for him 
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